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Transcending The Levels Of Consciousness
Traditional Chinese edition of The Seat of the Soul
The space-time continuum of physics ignores the realm of the mind. But consciousness is
unconfined by space or time and represents a higher organizing principle, a fifth dimension,
that transcends the speed of light. Marc Seifer examines relativity, ether theory, precognition,
telepathy, and synchronicity, all from the perspective of the conscious universe.
To truly heal is to "make whole" on all levels, in contrast to "treating" which is limited and shortsighted, as Hawkins has emphasized in his best-selling series of books on human
consciousness. These holistic lectures were first presented to a variety of recovery
organizations and clinicians from diverse backgrounds. The emphasis is on recovery in its
fullest sense - mental, physical, psychological and spiritual. Hawkins draws from a diverse
clinical background of over 50 years as a leader in the field.-Life flows through the universe like a river from an infinite Source to you. Mostly unseen by our
physical senses, it has power, awareness, intelligence, and the potential to create anything
imaginable. Life engages us constantly, but developing the insight to see past our superficial
experience requires understanding and practice. New potentials and visions unseen before are
revealed. Spiritual laws are simple and precise but require understanding and consciousness.
Through our ignorance and the effects of a cold world, our connection with life has been
reduced to a mere fraction of its potential. Developing your consciousness allows you to keep
out the influences of a negative world as well as recognize the divinity within. The relationship
between the consciousness of life and the divinity within your being is fundamental to the
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ascension process. Understanding this process will naturally reflect on your own development
and allow you to navigate through your life more gracefully, effectively, and with more insight.
Within this book are many tools to assist you with reclaiming your power and achieving your
true freedom. • Transform your being into its true grandeur • Learn how to live life consciously
• Improve your meditation practice • Understand the twelve steps of the ascension process •
Gain insight into the levels within mass consciousness • Develop solutions to many of life’s
common obstacles • Apply powerful spiritual laws • Reclaim your power and gain your
freedom
???????????????,???????,??????????,??????????????;????????,?????,??????????????
The sixth book in a progressive series by Dr. David R. Hawkins, this work finalizes and further
clarifies the true nature and core of the condition termed Enlightenment. It is primarily an
instruction manual for the serious spiritual devotee and reveals information only known by
those who have transcended the ego to reach Divine Realization. This is the inner route from
the self to the Self, and the descriptions of the progressive states are devoted to the reader's
own illumination. This work will appeal to those who themselves are dedicated to the spiritual
Reality of Truth as the direct pathway to God.

Chinese edition of The power of now - a guide to spiritual enlightenment by Eckhart
Tolle, the author of One World. Tolle is considered the eminent spiritual teacher in the
world. His message in this bestseller is: living in the now is the truest path to happiness
and enlightenment
??????????·?????????,?????1641?.??????,????????????,?????????,??????????????.?
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?????.
"Using Bernard Lonergan's categories of experience, New Paths Toward the Sacred
highlights the intimate connection between human experience and an awareness of the
Sacred, analyzed by the author's practical research based on studying people's
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reactions and experiences in a sculpture garden. A movement from "ah" to "awe" in
everyday living is emphasized. This is presented by the author's reliance upon the
reflective insights into the thoughts of the best theological scholars."--BOOK JACKET.
?????????????????????,???????????,???????,????.??????????,?????????????,??????
?????????.
These essays by a group of South African researchers from diverse cultural
backgrounds - bring to light a transcendent dimension of our human nature that is often
overlooked in the international science-and-religion debate. This is a dimension of our
humanity that transcends what the sciences are able to study because it is what
enables us to be the creators and judges of science. It is also what endows us with the
freedom and responsibility of deciding which, if any, religion to follow. These essays
bring together insights, drawn from both European and African traditions of thought,
that illuminate this ultimately mysterious dimension of our humanity.
Traditional Chinese edition of Human by Design: From Evolution by Chance to
Transformation by Choice
In this book doctor Hawkins describes the Scale of Consciousness and the transit from
the lower mind, primitive and egotistic, to the higher mind, more open and altruistic. In
the highest part of the scale we go from reason to love, a change that many seekers
can acknowledge nowadays. A treasure of wisdom.
?????,?????????????????,??????????????????,???????????????????????,??????????
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In the four decades ending in the year 2000, the number of priests will decline by 40% while
the number of Catholics will grow by 65%. Schoenherr sees the priest shortage as the major
force for change within the Catholic Church, and his book explores the reasons for the decline
as well as its broad implications for the nature and control of the church. Schoenherr argues
that mandatory celibacy is the primary cause of the shortage. He predicts that the shortage,
along with the feminist movement among nuns and laywomen, doctrinal changes, and the
growing pluralism in the church will lead to the end of mandatory celibacy, albeit after bitter
clashes with conservative forces.
Traditional Chinese edition of The Untethered Soul: the journey beyond yourself. As a spiritual
teacher, Michael Singer takes us step by step through the practice of intellectual Yoga; help
liberate us from our self-image and become a happy and creative soul. In Traditional Chinese.
Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
An accessible exploration of best-selling author's most famous work, The Map of
Consciousness, that helps readers experience healing and transcendence. We are all born
with a level of consciousness, an energetic frequency within the vast field of consciousness.
And with The Map of Consciousness, we can truly understand the total spectrum of human
consciousness. Using a unique muscle-testing method, Dr. David R. Hawkins conducted more
than 250,000 calibrations during 20 years of research to define a range of values, attitudes,
and emotions that correspond to levels of consciousness. This range of values-along with a
logarithmic scale of 1 to 1,000-became the Map of Consciousness, which Dr. Hawkins first
wrote about in his best-selling book, Power vs. Force. With the Map, Dr. David R. Hawkins laid
out the entire spectrum of consciousness, from the lower levels of Shame, Guilt, Apathy, Fear,
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Anger, and Pride; to Courage, Acceptance, and Reason; all the way up to the more expanded
levels of Love, Ecstasy, Peace, and Enlightenment. These "higher" energy fields are a carrier
wave of immense life energy. An essential primer on the late Dr. David R. Hawkins's teachings
on human consciousness and their associated energy fields, The Map of Consciousness
Explained offers readers an introduction and deeper understanding of the Map, with visual
charts and practical applications to help them heal, recover, and evolve to higher levels of
consciousness and energy. This book is a light unto the path of any individual who wants to
become more effective in any area of life.
Imagine—what if you had access to a simple yes-or-no answer to any question you wished to
ask? A demonstrably true answer. Any question . . . think about it.— from the Foreword We
think we live by forces we control, but in fact we are governed by power from unrevealed
sources, power over which we have no control.— from the author’s Preface The universe holds
its breath as we choose, instant by instant, which pathway to follow; for the universe, the very
essence of life itself, is highly conscious. Every act, thought, and choice adds to a permanent
mosaic; our decisions ripple through the universe of consciousness to affect the lives of all.—
from Power vs. Force "[A] beautiful gift of writing . . . [You] spread joy, love, and compassion
through what you write. The fruit of these three is peace, as you know . . ."— Mother Teresa ". .
. particularly timely . . . a significant contribution to understanding and dealing with the
problems we face today."— Lee Iacocca "I especially appreciate [the] research and presentation
on the attractor patterns of business . . ."— Sam Walton "Overwhelming! A masterpiece! A
lifetime work!"— Sheldon Deal, President, International College of Applied Kinesiology
Fuzziology studies the sources, nature and dynamics of fuzziness (uncertainty) embedded in
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our understanding of ourselves and the world we live in. It aims at revealing the secrets of how
to deal with uncertainty a?? not fighting with it in attempt to reduce or eliminate it, but learning
to collaborate with it and use its dynamics as catalysts for our growth in wisdom. This is of vital
importance in todaya??s epoch of rapidly escalating complexity and uncertainty along every
dimension of life.The book describes a rich spectrum of theoretical and practical insights born
out of the authora??s research in the field of human-oriented applications of fuzzy logic and
complexity a?? a research to which he has devoted many years of his academic life.
The now widely known Map of calibrated levels of Consciousness was presented in Power vs.
Force in 1995 and has been translated into all the world’s major languages. This was followed
by The Eye of the I (2001), I: Reality and Subjectivity (2003), and Truth vs. Falsehood (2005),
which explored the levels of Truth reflected throughout society. Transcending the Levels of
Consciousness returns to the exploration of the ego’s expressions and inherent limitations and
gives detailed explanations and instructions on how to transcend them. As with the reading of
Dr. Hawkins’ previous books, the reader’s level of consciousness is advanced as a
consequence of exposure to the information itself. This opens up avenues to the relief of
suffering for oneself and others, which fulfills the purpose of the work and the intention to
facilitate the reader’s own Enlightenment.

2012???????????????31?????? ???????????????????????????
??????????????????????Hay House????? ???????????????????……
???????????????? ??????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????
????????……????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????? ???
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Letting Go describes a simple and effective means by which to let go of the
obstacles to Enlightenment and become free of negativity. During the many
decades of the author’s clinical psychiatric practice, the primary aim was to seek
the most effective ways to relieve human suffering in all of its many forms. The
inner mechanism of surrender was found to be of great practical benefit and is
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described in this book. Dr Hawkins’s previous books focused on advanced
states of awareness and Enlightenment. Over the years, thousands of students
had asked for a practical technique by which to remove the inner blocks to
happiness, love, joy, success, health and, ultimately, Enlightenment. This book
provides a mechanism for letting go of those blocks. The mechanism of
surrender that Dr Hawkins describes can be done in the midst of everyday life.
The book is equally useful for all dimensions of human life: physical health,
creativity, financial success, emotional healing, vocational fulfillment,
relationships, sexuality and spiritual growth. It is an invaluable resource for all
professionals who work in the areas of mental health, psychology, medicine, selfhelp, addiction recovery and spiritual development.
This volume examines the dynamics of self-transcendence for both individuals
and humanity as a whole. In doing so, it illuminates the definitive relationship
between self-transcendence and global democracy. Drawing upon a vast
literature of philosophy, psychology, and religion, ancient and modern, East and
West, this book reveals the power of human futurity in actualizing our higher
potential. It represents a real breakthrough in understanding our emerging new
era in the evolution of humanity. It describes our transition from personal
consciousness to global consciousness. The book includes chapters on the
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fundamental ideas that animate our self-understanding and define our common
humanity. Through careful scholarship, it examines the dynamics of human
dignity, freedom, love, community, intrinsic rights, and global ethics. It explores
each of these concepts as a dimension of our human temporality as we envision
and move into an ever-transcending future, a future that includes a World
Parliament and planetary democracy. In our time of apparent hopelessness and
despair, this volume reveals the grounds for a powerful hope that we can
establish one world civilization of peace, justice, freedom, and sustainability. It
makes a truly unique contribution, not found elsewhere in today’s literature,
revealing the astonishing dignity and potential of being human. It is essential
reading for all those concerned for the future of humanity and our precious planet
Earth.
''The problem of Transcendence is the problem of our time. " I Needless to say,
Transcendence was a particularly lively i~sue when Karl Heim wrote these words
in the mid-1930's. Within the province of philosophi cal theology and philosophy
of religion, however, it is always the prob lem, as Gordon Kaufman has recently
reminded us. 2Por the question concerning the nature and the reality of
Transcendence has not only to do with self-transcendence, but with the being of
Transcendence-Itself, that is to say, with the nature and the reality of God as
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experienced and understood at any given time or place. Now there are those
today who would claim that any further discus sion of the latter half of this
proposition, namely,Transcendence-Itse1f or God, is worthless and quite beside
the point. Such persons would claim that the particular logia represented by the
theological sciences has collapsed by virtue of its object having disappeared.
Indeed, when one surveys the contemporary scene in philosophy and theology,
there is a good deal of evidence that this is the case':"" theology of late having be
come something of a "spectacle," to use Pritz Buri's term. One of the reasons for
this, we here contend, is that the richness and the diversity of the meaning of
Transcendence has been lost. And even though we do not here intend to resolve
the issue, neither do we assume that such an enqui ry is either impossible or
irrelevant.
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